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From the south to the north

Brass in the Netherlands
Rise, decline and revival
During the seventeenth century, the Northern
Netherlands, in particular the cities of Amsterdam,
Utrecht and Rotterdam were leading in the field of
brass products. In the preceding centuries, the Southern Netherlands (present day Belgium) had been the
epicenter of brass foundry craft.

First Dinant, later Mechelen

Employment for brass founders in
the Republic

The Reformation and the Eighty Years’ War (15681648) brought struggle and destruction in its wake
and led to the separation of the Southern and Northern Netherlands. The southern regions stayed Catholic and under Spanish jurisdiction, while the northern regions formed an independent Republic, in
which the protestant ‘reformed’ church became the
official religion. In 1585, Antwerp was taken by Spanish troops. This led to a dramatic decline of the once
thriving trading city and to a surge in emigration.
The tough economic climate and the religious persecution in the Southern Netherlands drove large
amounts of refugees to the north, leading to a substantial growth in the number of inhabitants of Amsterdam and Leiden in particular. Among the refugees were also brass founders. One of them was Hans
Rogiers, originating from Harelbeke. In 1598 he obtained the citizenship of Amsterdam.

The Dutch Republic not only became a center for the
copper trade, it also became a destination for brass
founders. Demand was high, thanks to the Great
Iconoclasm of 1566 and the subsequent Reformation.
A lot of church brassware was lost or melted down
for military use by order of the authorities.
When at the beginning of the seventeenth century
the struggle against the Spanish was practically over
and the cities started to flourish, this also meant
more work for the brass founders. Many churches,
existing as well as newly built, had to be decorated
for the protestant service with chandeliers, lectern
and such. Chandeliers and other brassware were also
needed for town halls, private houses and other
buildings.

Amsterdam center of brass foundry craft
Amsterdam became the epicenter of brass foundry
craft of the seventeenth century Republic. Well
known brass founders famous for the quality of their
products, were the aforementioned Hans Rogiers,
Joost Gerritsz, Elias Eliasz. van Vliet and his eponymous son and Gillis Wijbrandts sr. and jr. Their work
was sold throughout the Netherlands.

Thanks to the decline of Antwerp and the population
growth, Amsterdam and Rotterdam could develop
into major ports, facilitating the supply and trade of
brass amongst others.
A lot of copper ore came from Germany, but from
1600 until far into the eighteenth-century Sweden
was the major supplier of copper ore, with the metal
even becoming its most important export product,
representing almost half its total export value. The
center of Swedish copper ore production was the
town of Falun and its copper ore mine Stora Kopparberg (Big Copper Mountain).
In 1611, the Dano-Swedish war broke out. After the
Danes won in 1613, they forced Sweden to pay a compensation of one million rijksdaalders (rix-dollars or
2,5 /2 florin-pieces). To pay their debt, the Swedes increased the export of copper ore and took out foreign
loans. The State General of the Dutch Republic granted the Swedes a loan which accounted for a third of
their debt to Denmark, in exchange for copper ore
deliveries. Until 1616, copper ore thus came directly
into the hands of the State General, which then resold it through a middle man. This gave the Dutch
Republic a powerful position in the copper trade.

The city of Dinant, located on the Meuse in present
day Belgium, was the most important production
site for brass products of the Middle Ages. The city
developed as a brass foundry craft center thanks to
the ‘galmei’ (zinc ore) found in the nearby Meuse
Valley. Zinc ore was needed to turn copper, which is
reddish and difficult to pour, into alloy brass. The
importance of Dinant as a city of brass foundry craft
still lives on in the French word ‘dinanderie’, which
means decorative objects of brass. Dinant’s era of
prosperity came to an end in 1466, when Philip the
Good, duke of Burgundy, destroyed the city.
The center of the Southern Netherlands brass foundry craft became Mechelen, which also had ‘galmei’ in
its vicinity. For more than a century many large commissions from the Northern Netherlands went to the
brass founders of Mechelen. Most famous are Jan
Fierens and Jan and Gielis van (den) Eijnde. Beautiful
examples of their work can still be found in several
Belgian and Dutch churches. In those days, brass
founders from Antwerp, Maastricht and Cologne,
also supplied pieces to the Northern Netherlands.

Brass founders in other cities
Other important brass centers were Rotterdam and
Utrecht, the latter city up into the nineteenth century. The market for mid seventeenth century Rotterdam brass founders stretched from the southern part
of Zuid -Holland (South Holland) tot the islands of
Zeeland. A century later it also included a large part
of Noord-Brabant and the Gelderse river area.
Brass was produced in relatively few other cities.
Towns like Leiden, Delft, Haarlem, Den Haag and
Gouda were centers of arts and crafts, but had little
to offer in this area. For Rotterdam, the only competition came from the nearby town of Dordrecht.
Alkmaar, north of Amsterdam, counted several brass
founders, as did the nearby towns of Hoorn and Enk-

Amsterdam, Oude kerk, brass choir screen by Gillis Wijbrants jr.
(1680-1681), brass chandeliers Brink & van Keulen 2005-2006
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huizen in the eighteenth century. In the eastern and
northern provinces Deventer and Groningen had
brass foundries, although many Groningen founders
ultimately left for Holland.

Around the same time he also made a series of new
chandeliers for the Church of St. Bavo in Haarlem. He
also supplied brassware to churches in towns in other provinces, such as Nijmegen and Breda.
Joost Gerritsz. was buried in the Oude Kerk on the
tenth of June 1652. He did not have a successor. It is
presumed that his business was taken over by Elias
Eliasz. van Vliet jr.

WELL KNOWN BRASS
FOUNDERS OF THE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

Elias Eliasz. (van) Vliet sr. (circa 1609-1652)
and Elias Eliasz. van Vliet jr. (1634-1672)

Hans Rogiers (†1638)

Elias Eliasz. sr. was actually called Yleke Ylekes (or Ely
Elijs). He came to Amsterdam from Leeuwarden in
1627. In May 1630 he married Aaltje Arends, supposedly the sister of the wife of Joost Gerritsz. At the
time they lived in the Sint-Nicolaasstraat, a side
street of the Nieuwendijk. Presumably Elias worked
initially as an apprentice for his ten year older brother in law, but in 1641 he bought the building ‘De
Spanseerder’ on the Nieuwendijk and established
himself as independent master. His work place was
named ’In de gecroonde Kerckkroon’.
The earliest known brass works of Elias Eliasz. van
Vliet date from 1635. Perhaps to distinguish his pieces from those of his brother in law, he marked them
with his initials ’EE’. From 1642 on he used his family
name (van) Vliet, and the signature became ‘EEV.’
This signature was also used by his eponymous son
and successor, Elias Eliasz. van Vliet jr, who used this
signature certainly until 1669 and probably until his
death in 1672.
Because father and son signed their products so
often – contrary to most seventeenth century brass
founders – much of their work can still be traced.
Thus we know they supplied chandeliers, baptismal
arches, lecterns, banisters and other pieces to churches in nearly all provinces, from Koudum and Twijzel
in Friesland to Breda and Vlissingen in Brabant and
Zeeland.

Hans Rogiers hailed from Harelbeke (near Kortrijk)
and went to Amsterdam as ‘coperwercker uyt
Vlaenderen’, a brass worker from Flanders. In 1598 he
became citizen of Amsterdam, establishing himself
on the Nieuwendijk, where several other brass
founders would later also establish foundries. In 1611,
Rogiers bought the house called ‘de Goutsche Kerck’.
After being widowed, he remarried in 1619 to Maria
van den Ende, who would carry on the business for a
number of years after his death in 1638.
Hans Rogiers became known for his chandeliers and
wall chandeliers with arms in the shape of a twisting
snake, which he made as early as 1599. He also produced chandeliers of the so called ‘Dutch type’. He
received important commissions for the Domkerk in
Utrecht (1613) and the Wijnhuis (Wine house) in
Deventer (1617). His widow delivered eight new
chandeliers to the Pieterskerk in Leiden in 1642.

Joost Gerritsz. (1598- 1652)
Joost Gerritsz. was born in Amsterdam in 1598 and
married Gerberich Arents in 1618. In the thirties of
the seventeenth century he had already established
himself as a prominent brass founder, obtaining
important commissions for the VOC (United East
Indian Company). His foundry was located on the
Nieuwendijk. In 1641 Gerritsz bought the house of
the deceased Hans Rogiers, who had died in 1638.
Besides being a brass founder, Joost Gerritsz. was
also for some time deacon of the Oude Kerk. (Old
Church). Gerritsz was truly ‘reformed’, as evidenced
in his refusal to make brass crucifixes. From 1642 to
1644, he manufactured new chandeliers and other
brass work for the Oude Kerk.

Al voo

After the death of his father in 1652, Elias Eliasz. jr.
continued the business and presumably also took
over the business of Joost Gerritsz. who had died a
few months earlier. Even before 1652, father and son
had manufactured some pieces using casting models
of Joost Gerritsz. Elias Eliasz.jr. not only used the
casting models of Joost Gerritsz, he also inherited his
relationships with commissioners. Thus Joost Gerritsz. supplied in 1652 a lectern to the Grote Kerk (Big
Church) in Vlissingen himself, but in 1654 one had
to contact Van Vliet jr. for a new baptismal arch.
Elias Eliasz. van Vliet jr. died in 1672. It is unknown
what happened to his foundry.
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Gillis Wijbrandts sr. († 1680) and
Gillis Wijbrandts jr. (1648-1722)
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Gillis Wijbrandts.sr was active in Amsterdam as
brass founder from 1643 onwards. The business of
father and son Wijbrandts was considered leading
and during more than seventy years it supplied brass
work to churches throughout the Netherlands, in
Amsterdam, Haarlem, Bennebroek, Den Haag,
Kuinre, Veere and Maastricht. The last known delivery concerned four chandeliers to the Grote Kerk in
Breda in 1715.
An important non-church commission was the manufacturing of the bronze door for the judgment seat
in the new Amsterdam city hall, now the Royal Palace
of Amsterdam in 1659. Gillis Wijbrandts sr. was
highly esteemed and enjoyed good connections within the Amsterdam elite, which also appears from his
appointment in 1662 as church warden of the Oosterkerk, still a wooden emergency building at the
time. One of his four sons was Gillis Wijbrandts jr.
Who laid the foundation stone for the construction
of the monumental new, still existing Oosterkerk on
4 October 1669.
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meeste zeventiende-eeuwse geelgieters – hun producten
zo vaak signeerden, zijn er nog vele traceerbaar. Zo weten
we dat zij kroonluchters, doopbogen, lezenaars, trapleuningen en andere stukken leverden aan kerken in bijna
alle provincies, van Koudum en Twijzel in Friesland tot
Breda en Vlissingen in Brabant en Zeeland.
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Chandeliers and wall chandeliers
During the late Middle Ages chandeliers were often
made of iron; the Walburgiskerk in Zutphen owns a
beautiful example. Until the beginning of the seventeenth century brass chandeliers usually had to be
imported. Only a few churches still possess a Gothic
brass chandelier, examples are the Sint-Jan in ’s-Hertogenbosch and the reformed churches of Rumpt
(Gelderland) and Katwijk aan de Rijn (Katwijk on the
Rhine).
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The one in the Sint-Jan dates back to about 1425 and
is characterized by curved arms with stylized vine
leaves and an abundantly decorated middle trunk,
with a small statue of St Victor under a Gothic chandelier. This chandelier was donated by the guild of
blacksmiths of which St Victor was the patron saint.
A similar chandelier can be found in Rumpt in the
Betuwe, also from the fifteenth century. In the middle there used to be a small statue of Maria, originally with the Christ child on her arm, which is now
missing.
Nederhorst den Berg, Dorpskerk (Willibrordkerk), kroonluchter,

Nederhorst
den Berg,
Dorpskerk
(Willibrordkerk),
Nederhorst
ten Berg,
Dorpskerk
(Willibrordkerk)kroonluchter,
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ca. 1550-1575
ca. 1550-1575
1550-1575
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LATE MIDDLE AGES AND CATHOLIC BRASS WORK
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buildings that were restored, such as the Oude Kerk,
Nieuwe Kerk (New Church) and the Westerkerk in
Amsterdam. Nonetheless, quite a number of churches still possess their authentic chandeliers.

Protestant brassware
brilliance in the church interior

Form follows function
Brass chandeliers are an important element of the
church interior. This was true in the Middle Ages, but
even more so after the Reformation, when the Hollandse Ball Crown (Dutch ball) evolved, having found
its optimal form in the first half of the seventeenth
century, when it underwent a striking development.
These ball chandeliers basically kept the same design
for more than two centuries. They decorated not just
protestant churches, but also catholic churches, synagogues and many public buildings and private
homes.

Chandeliers: the Dutch Ball Chandelier
In the seventeenth and eighteenth century a lot of
money was spent on the purchase of chandeliers and
candelabras for the desired evening lighting. These
were not the relatively small Gothic chandeliers anymore, but usually the much larger spherical chandeliers of the so-called Dutch type, with deep bending
arms and a heavy ball at the bottom (read more about
this type on page 6-8). They filled the church in a majestic way, in many cases they still do.
The larger the church, the more chandeliers were
necessary. The Oude Kerk (Old Church) in Amsterdam contained nineteen chandeliers, small and large.
In the Grote (Large) or Sint-Bavokerk in Haarlem one
could count eighteen chandeliers, the Sint-Joriskerk
in Amersfoort had nine. Churches of this period also
had wall chandeliers and sconces on the benches.
In small village churches one or two chandeliers
were often sufficient. Their function as a source of
light, hung in a central location, and their shiny material especially make them a characteristic part of
the protestant church interior.
During the nineteenth century chandeliers were
replaced by more modern oil and gas lamps. Not surprisingly, this trend was reversed barely a hundred
years later, as appreciation grew for the value and the
unique features of the interior of protestant churches. Large numbers of replicas of old chandeliers returned, now equipped with modern lighting. This
started in the Sint Bavo in Haarlem at the end of the
nineteenth century, with new gas chandeliers modeled on earlier chandeliers. After 1945 many replicas
of ball chandeliers were manufactured for old church

Batenburg,Oude
Oudeof
ofSint-Victorkerk,
Sint-Victorkerk,kroonluchter,
Dutch ball chandelier
17th
Batenburg,
17de eeuw
century

The wheel chandelier

Kroonluchters: de Hollandse bolkronen

The eldest remaining chandeliers from the Middle
Ages are the wheel chandeliers, which have the shape
of a round or many-sided wheel, usually abundantly
decorated, on which candles are placed. They hang
from draw-bars and chains from the church arch. A
famous example is the chandelier donated to the
Dom of Aken by the Holy Roman Emperor Barbarossa. This roman chandelier of gilded brass dates to the
twelfth century and depicts the Heavenly Jerusalem.
This type of wheel chandelier was the model for new
chandeliers in catholic churches. An example from
the late Middle Ages is the Gothic iron light chandelier in the Walburgis church in Zutphen, which dates
from the end of the fourteenth century.
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During the second half of the sixteenth century,
een karakteristiek onderdeel van het protestantse
some chandeliers are fitted with a ring with a ball
kerkinterieur.
instead of a lion’s head. This later becomes characterHet is dan ook te begrijpen dat, nadat in de negenistic for the Dutch chandelier.
tiende eeuw kaarsenkronen en masse ingeruild

The Gothic chandelier with arms

Utrecht Domkerk
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During Gothic times another type of chandelier developed in the Southern Netherlands: the brass chandelier with arms holding lights. This model came
into use in large parts of Europe. The model exists of
a middle trunk, with one or several rings on which
the arms are attached, usually 6 or 8 per ring. Each
arm is gracefully bent and richly decorated, with
leaves hanging from stems or bunches of grapes.
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THE DUTCH BALL CHANDELIER
Around 1600 the Dutch chandelier appeared. The
Dutch ball chandelier is characterized by deep bending s-formed arms and a heavy ball at the bottom.
Statues rarely appear on these chandeliers, although
small inscriptions (coats of arms of employers or
donors) do appear. Thanks to their smooth finish, the
mirroring surfaces of the ball and the arms reflect
the candle light to all sides.

n
an
te.

zij
oliere

Hans Rogiers started working on this type early in
the seventeenth century. In 1613, he manufactured
large chandeliers for the Domkerk in Utrecht. These
chandeliers disappeared in the nineteenth century,
but thanks to extremely precise drawings of Pieter
Saenredam, we know precisely what they must have
looked like: real Dutch Ball Chandeliers.

t de
e

The ball chandelier has hardly changed

Zutphen,
ijzeren
lichtkroon,
ca. 1395
Zutphen Sint-Walburgiskerk,
Sint-Walburgiskerk iron
wheel
chandelier,
about 1395

en

e

41

The development of its shape wasn’t as dynamic as
those of older chandelier types and many other brass
objects that decorated the interiors. The optimal
shape was accomplished by Joost Gerritsz. in 1636

twaalfde eeuw en verbeeldt het Hemelse Jeruzalem.
Het type van deze radkroon is in de negentiende en
The snake chandelier
twintigste eeuw veel nagevolgd voor nieuwe kronen in katholieke kerken. Een voorbeeld uit de lateAt the end of the sixteenth century the snake chandere middeleeuwen is de gotische ijzeren lichtkroon
lier emerged. Every arm looks like a twisting snake.
in de Walburgiskerk te Zutphen, die dateert uit het
The drip-pan with candle holder is mounted on top
eind van de veertiende eeuw.
of the snakehead. This model was introduced by the
brass founder Hans Rogiers from Antwerp. He based
these characteristic chandeliers without ball on models dating from1599. This model was possibly also
kroonluchters
used by his son Tobias.

07-03-18 10:00

Snake Chandelier, Alkmaar Kapelkerk 17th century
Alkmaar, Kapelkerk, slangenkroon, 17de eeuw
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De
gotische kroon met lichtarmen
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In de tijd van de gotiek ontstond in de Zuidelijke
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A CLOSER LOOK AT
THE DUTCH BALL CHANDELIER

Onderdelen van een kroon
Components of a chandelier
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pins. The arms each carry a drip-pan and a candle
holder. They are divided among one, two or three
levels. The largest arms are at the bottom, the smallest on top. All parts are marked, to enable assembly of
each arm in the right place.
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The top ring on top of the trunk enables suspension
of the chandelier to a draw-bar or chain. These often
display small shields of coats of arms of clients or
donors. Inscriptions about the donors can also be
found on the ball or nipple. The ‘nipple’ at the bottom
of the ball replaces the draw-ring often found in older chandeliers. The ball chandeliers are usually too
heavy to be pulled up and down for no reason. It is
not until the eighteenth century that the pull rings
with the small chandeliers return, but then only as a
decorative element.

stretched. Many ornaments disappeared, thanks to
the changing fashion.

The finish
The appearance of the Dutch chandelier is also determined by the finish of the brass. Brass was and still is
highly workable, enabling the smallest details, such
as the scales of a snake. Still, most of the balls and the
chandelier consisted of smoothly polished surfaces,
enabling candle light to be reflected to the maximum. It is this very reflection that gives the Dutch
chandelier its sparkling appearance.

The ‘ball’

Brass chandeliers for rich citizens

The characteristic of the Dutch Ball Chandelier is the
large brass ball at the bottom of the trunk. The shiny
ball does not only serve as external embellishment of
the chandelier, but also to reflect the candlelight to
all sides. It serves still another function, namely
weighing down the bottom, thereby balancing the
chandelier. For this, the hollow space in the ball is
filled with heavy material, such as clay and sand. Although the same production molds were used over
and over, the arms were not all exactly the same. As a
consequence the chandelier wouldn’t hang straight
without the ball. Thanks to the ball the candles stand
up straighter, so they burn more evenly and the leaking of candle wax is diminished. The increased
weight also prevents the chandelier from moving,
for example because of drafts.

Starting in the beginning of the first half of the seventeenth century, well-to-do citizens also purchased
chandeliers. They served as lighting, but were also
valued for esthetical reasons. Chandeliers occur frequently in paintings of interiors. However, they are
hardly mentioned in books of the period. Apparently
they were so expensive, that only the very rich could
afford them. That chandeliers were indeed luxurious products is also evident from a poem from 1640
by Simon van Beaumont, in which he describes a
trip along the most attractive merchandize in Amsterdam:
‘With a heavy wallet and a courageous heart,
To buy all precious things,
He passed through all shops:
Turkish tapestries, stockings from Milan,
Beautiful porcelain, Venetian glass,
Mirrors of ebony, branding irons,
Brass chandeliers large and ostentatious:
He desired famous paintings
Of the best Masters of the past.’

The light arms
The light arms of the Dutch Ball Crown chandelier
are s-shaped and bending. They lie lower than older
chandelier types, which allows the candlelight to
reflect optimally on the bulb and other parts of the
trunk. Many arms are finished with volutes, curly
decorations. Other decorations to be found are from
the ‘Kwab’ style (Lobe Style), for example stylized
dolphin heads and arms ending in snakeheads. On
some chandeliers the dolphin heads are difficult to
distinguish, sometimes only a dot is all that is left of
an eye. This is probably the result of the prolonged
use of the same molds and the resulting wear. In the
eighteenth century the light arms became more

Brass chandeliers clearly belonged to the luxury articles of an interior. In his will the brass founder Hans
Rogiers drew up in 1626, specifically mentions a sixarmed brass chandelier with a value of 50 guilders,
besides other brass objects. This chandelier was the
most expensive of all objects mentioned.
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Politics with a brass chandelier

In the seventeenth century the Synagogue was decorated with old and new brass chandeliers, wall brackets and candelabras in all shapes and sizes, originating in the foundries of well-known Amsterdam brass
founders Hans Rogiers (of Harelbeke) and Elias
Eliasz. van Vliet. The four chandeliers in the nave are
large Dutch Ball Chandeliers, each one consisting of
three tiers, with a total of thirty arms. Of these four,
the chandelier in front of the ‘hechal’ (the ark in
which the Torah scroll is kept) has something special.
On the arm of the bottom tier, pointing to the hechal,
there is no ordinary candle but a so called ‘neer tamied’ (eternal burning light). In this way an ordinary
Dutch chandelier acquired a specific Jewish accent.

The offering of gifts to sovereigns was a common
business practice. That was also true for the administrators of the VOC (United East Indian Company).
Every year a representative of the VOC had to travel
to Jedo in Japan to pay his respect to the Shogun and
offer him a gift. These gifts were generally of great
value. However, these were not spontaneous gifts but
rather orders. The Shogun submitted a list of desired
objects in advance. This could vary from trained
horses and exotic animals to books, clockworks, telescopes and oddities. Thus, a beautiful chandelier with
30 arms was shipped in the spring of 1636 as a gift
for the Shogun of Japan.

In 1686 Abraham Indana, a Spanish Jew who had
been living in Amsterdam since 1660, wrote full of
admiration of the large brass chandeliers ‘which glitter so brilliantly as to be made of gold.’

The chandelier made by the already renowned Amsterdam brass founder Joost Gerritz. Was appreciated
so much that the Japanese placed it in one of the temples of the sanctuary Nikko. According to the description of that time the chandelier weighed 796 (Dutch)
pounds. At the request of the Japanese, all parts were
marked with Japanese symbols, so they could do the
assembly and disassembly themselves. This chandelier can still be admired in Nikko.
Even more frequently, the VOC offered brass chandeliers as presents to Japanese sovereigns. Sometimes a
brass founder was even sent along. For example Claes
Jonassen was sent in 1643 for a salary of 18 guilders
per month. This way of conducting politics was not
new. In 1613 the State General had already offered
sultan Ahmed of Turkey a brass chandelier. It was
Hans Rogiers who was so fortunate to obtain the
commission for the manufacturing of the chandelier.

A Dutch chandelier with a Jewish accent
One of the few buildings where original brass chandeliers can still be admired in all their glory is the
Portuguese Synagogue in Amsterdam, which dates
from 1671-1675. Because there is no electric light
even now, the chandeliers are lit by using candles.
The only light source in the Synagogue are the 26
brass chandeliers with their 300 candles. Lighting
them takes an hour and a half.
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The brass founder
A craftsman
Copper and copper alloys were processed in different
ways. One can divide the craftsmen in different professional groups, such as the coppersmiths, the brass
founders and the bronze gun and bell founders.

The brass foundry craft

No guild of one’s own

A writer of the eighteenth century characterized the
craft of the brass founder as follows: ‘This manual
labor is by no means easy because it involves a lot of
science in order to know how to make the straight
forms and how to handle and heat the metal and to
succeed in founding properly. The brass founders
work is mostly in brass and many useful objects can
be made for people.’

Not every professional group had its own guild.
Which professions were united in guilds differed
from place to place and from time to time. The brass
founders didn’t have their own guild, but usually
joined the smiths, the copper smiths or the peddlers;
the latter because they didn’t just produce brass work
but also sold it. A formal separation was maintained
between the coppersmiths and the brass founders,
but in practice this was not maintained as strictly as
the different professional names would suggest.

The craft therefore demanded a lot of skill. The brass
founder had to have a sound knowledge of founding
and casting techniques and be able to obtain the
golden shine of the brass by polishing. However, the
founder did not make the molds which determined
the shape of the product. These were designed by an
artist, chosen by the brass founder or the client.

COPPERSMITHS,
BRASS FOUNDERS AND
BRONZE FOUNDERS

Training: from apprentice to master
The training of craftsmen took place in the field. Apprentices were accepted in the business of a master
craft man to be schooled there in the trade. After an
apprenticeship of a few years, the apprentice could
be recognized as experienced with the title of ‘journeyman’. If he wanted to continue he could obtain
the title ‘master’ by completing a masterpiece. That
title was necessary to obtain employment as an independent master. This also applied to brass founders.

BRASS FOUNDERS
AND THE GUILDS

The coppersmith manipulated sheet metal with fire,
anvil, scissors, saw and hammer. He manufactured
red copper or brass kettles, pans, tins, syringes, buckets and such.

As early as the Middle Ages, many craftsman and
merchants were organized in guilds, associations for
people with the same or similar profession. Religious
duties initially played an important role, like the care
of a guild altar in the church. However, after the Reformation those had completely disappeared. The
guilds now had purely economic reasons; to safeguard quality and to protect the professional group
from competition. The guilds drew up all kinds of
rules for their members (which also could be women) and provided for the exchange of knowledge and
experience. They were also important for the training of new craftsmen. It wasn’t until the French Period (during which most of Northern Europe was controlled by Napoleonic France) that they were
disbanded.

A brass founder would make work of copper or brass.
He would melt old brass objects or new ones, or he
would make his own material by melting red copper
and zinc together. By pouring the brass in molds he
could make church brassware, such as chandeliers,
readers, fencing, candelabras, and baptismal arches,
but also consumer goods, such as irons, thimbles and
taps.
The gun and bell founders worked bronze, an alloy of
copper and tin. Like the brass founders they used
ovens and molds. There were gun and bell founders
who also produced brass objects, and a brass founder
could also make bronze objects. Some brass founders
were also coppersmith. However most of them didn’t
work with copper, although they did sell copper
products in their shop. Reversely, coppersmiths
sometimes would repair a brass chandelier. But hammering and forging were distinctly different techniques from founding brass or bronze.

The masterpiece
The guild or master test was a test piece to be crafted
by the aspiring master. It was a precisely described
object, such as the ‘masterpiece’ for brass founders in
Mechelen in the fifteenth century. ‘That no one can
become a master brass founder unless he makes the
following ‘masterpiece’, a brewer’s lamp, founded in
one piece with the exception of the screw as he will
be shown.’ Apparently, the guild owned an example
which had to be copied for the master test. In Haarlem, the brewer’s lamp was still prescribed as a master project as late as 1702. In Groningen, brass founders from 1654 on had to make a chandelier with
twelve arms as a test piece.

Entrance of the Family Van Haren funerary chapel in the Van Haren Kerk,
Sint-Annaparochie. 1686 Brass founder unknown
50
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THE BRASS FOUNDER

THE BUSINESS OF THE
BRASS FOUNDER

In this way, not only the knowledge, but also the
tools and molds remained in the family. These models of the pieces were an important part of the family
capital and were used for a long time, sometimes as
long as half a century.

Towns generally had a limited number of brass
founders with their own business. Rotterdam counted 77 metal processing craft businesses in 1674, but
they included only 6 brass founders (including a bell
founder and a gun founder). The other 71 businesses
concerned 49 blacksmiths, 9 coppersmiths, 6 knife
makers, 4 watchmakers and 3 lock smiths. In that
same year, Leiden counted two brass founders. Amsterdam counted eight independent brass founders
in 1742. With such small numbers, it makes sense
that the brass founders didn’t have their own guild.

….or the widow would continue the
business
If there was no son to continue the business, the widow could. Many guilds stipulated that a widow could
continue the business of her deceased husband, but
only until the moment she would remarry. It is not
that strange that the widow often remarried a master
foreman or brass founder from the family so the
business could be transferred to him.

Journeymen and apprentices
The brass founders employed journeymen and apprentices. They had to apply to the guild. In Haarlem
that had to be done within a month for journeymen
and for apprentices within six weeks. They had to pay
12 pennies. A contract of 1732 between the brass
founder journeyman Jan Waschart and his boss Joseph Daneson illustrates the working conditions of
the time. Jan was taken into employment for six
years for the weekly wage of five guilders. In this
case, he worked six days a week to do his work as ‘a
faithful and humble journeyman does and is obliged
to do.’

For example, Rotterdam founder Abraham van der
Sluijs in 1674 married Petronella Wouters Freck, the
widow of the brass founder Reinier Swanenburgh.
After his death, Petronella continued the business. By
marrying Abraham she secured the future of the
business. When in 1662, the Rotterdam brass founder Johannes Campfoort died, his widow Elisabeth
Centen continued the business with the help of master foreman Joris van Wesel. In 1671, Joris married
their daughter Sara Campfoort. After her death, Joris
inherited the house and the workshop in the back.

The workshop

From father to son…
The furnace was the most important object in the
foundry. From the sixteenth century on, wind furnaces were used. This type of oven was constructed
against a stone wall. The inside was covered with a
layer of loam. The furnace had a grate inside. In the
middle stood a crucible on top of a stone, surrounded
by glowing charcoal. Wind could enter through an
opening in the front to fan the fire. The stone on
which the melting pot stood, ensured the wind
would not cool the melting pot. At the top of the furnace the smoke was carried off through a chimney.

The journeymen and apprentices would often include the son of the founder. He was the possible
successor. Because there were hardly any books on
the foundry craft, the knowledge about the entire
process - more or less a family secret - was passed by
word of mouth. The son was taught by his father and
in many cases he would continue the business once
he became a master brass founder himself. Thus, the
Amsterdam brass foundry ‘In de gecroonde Kerckkroon’ of Elias Eliasz.van Vliet was taken over by his
eponymous son. Similarly, founder Pieter Bredie
from Utrecht left the business to his stepson Eduard
van Akaboa.

THE BRASS FOUNDER
BY JAN LUYKEN

What more could be found in the foundry can be
read in the inventory of a brass founder from Haarlem in 1702. This inventory mentions, among other
things; ‘in the foundry a rotary lathe and some turning irons, two ovens, some copper molds, two hangers, seven crucibles.’ The tools in the foundry, in this
case of Arnout Specht in Rotterdam in 1727, also provides a good overview. There were ‘large files, small
files, hand screws, plyers, burnishing and scraping
steel and covers, cutting irons with thread tapping,
ringers and hammers, drills, dots, covers, anvil and
large tap drills.’ At the front of the workshop, near the
street, all kinds of products were often exhibited, as
can be seen on the well-known print in ‘het Menslyk
Bedryf’ (‘The Human Company’) of Jan and Casper
Luyken: chandeliers, candelabras, bells and other
brass objects. The work place also functioned as a
shop on the street side.
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The casting of metal was one of the usual crafts in a
medieval town. Not to the satisfaction of all inhabitants, as the work was always a nuisance for the surroundings. In Amsterdam in 1621 there were complaints about a foundry, because ‘the smoke and
fumes of the foundry spread all over the neighborhood and not only on the crops and herbs, but also on
the linen, where it left stains on the clothes’. The
foundries and the black smiths were notorious because of the fire hazard and the smell their work
caused. They clashed with their neighbors’ as well as
other craftsmen. For that reason, foundries were usually located on the edge of town or even outside the
city wall. That was also the case in Amsterdam, which
permitted no trades within its posh canal ring. The
Jordaan became the place for dangerous or environmental unfriendly crafts and businesses, until they,
but only much later, were forced out there too.
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In the well-known picture-book on crafts and trades
’Het Menselyk Bedryf’ (The human business) from
1694, one can also see a picture of the brass founder.
The print provides a good impression of the front
part of the workshop. The brass founder uses a file to
finish an arm of a chandelier, which is clamped in
the vise. The man at the other vice may be an apprentice or journeyman. Two chandeliers are suspended
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A NEW FUTURE FOR AN OLD
BRASS FOUNDRY.

from the ceiling (the one on the left still without
arms). Candelabras are on the workbenches and
small bells are on the floor. Other objects can also be
seen, maybe not manufactured by the brass founder
himself, but sold by him. Brass founders often sold
all kinds of brass products, varying from household
articles to parts of horse harnesses and from lighting
fixtures to ornamental objects.

Lack of financial means and the closing of churches
as a consequence of secularization, have led to the
decline of several brass foundries during the past
decades. Among the companies going under was also
the more than sixty-year-old company Brink & van
Keulen. They had been practicing the craft for three
generations already, practically the same way as in
the seventeenth century. Partly at the request of E.A.
Canneman, head architect at the Rijksdienst voor de
Monumentenzorg (National Agency for the Preservation of Monuments), in 1950 the business had specialized in the restoration and making of replicas of
old Dutch brass chandeliers. Canneman repeatedly
encountered a lack of knowledge and skill of the old
foundry craft while restoring old buildings. As a tribute to Canneman, Brink & van Keulen named a chandelier after him. In the sixty years of its existence
Brink & van Keulen made or restored chandeliers for
more than 800 churches.

The moralistic poem that is printed under the picture says little about the craft of the brass founder.
The pictures in the ‘Het Menselyk Bedryf’ are not
original, but copied from older examples. Below the
original image of this print, there is a poem that does
show the nature of the profession.
Red copper, from the mine
Was taken from her red by art
And made yellow; from there I pour
The candelabra and the chandelier
And that is exactly what the brass founder does!

Their workshop in Haarlem was closed in 2009, but
made a restart under the management of Pim van
Konijnenburg, a great admirer of the brass foundry
craft. Van Konijnenburg moved the production to the
location of his company in Amsterdam. The company
is still established at Amsterdam-Sloterdijk. Since
2016, it is under the management of three young
enthusiastic entrepreneurs: Floris van Konijnenburg
(son of Pim), Rodny Heemskerk and Bob Koning.
Rodny was trained as a designer and carpenter and
Bob is qualified in marketing. The craft side of the
brass foundry business immediately appealed to
them. The production doesn’t take place at the company itself anymore, but is outsourced to renowned
firms using high grade materials. In the past, even
heating pipes were used for the arms of the chandelier. You won’t see that with these entrepreneurs!
What appeals to them are the attention and care necessary to obtain a beautiful and good product. However, they don’t shy away from innovating. Customers now have the option to add 10 % silver to the
alloy, resulting in the copper becoming slightly paler
but increasing its shine. The production is now ex-
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owners are confident that they can put the company
back on the map. The entire production process is
now streamlined and digitalized to make the production more effective and efficient than before. The
future of the rejuvenated company seems assured,
although the production process is not as craft like as
it was in the seventeenth century.

clusively directed at traditional Dutch type chandeliers. In addition, the new Brink & van Keulen also
offers maintenance, repair and lighting advice and
everything to do with the installation of the chandeliers.
One of the first commissions for the rejuvenated
company came from the Hervormde Kerk (Reformed
Church) in Ouderkerk aan den IJssel. It concerned
four new chandeliers of the type Canneman and 25
wall chandeliers. A challenging assignment which
was realized to satisfaction.
Many other assignments followed, also by private
customers. There are a number of orders in the pipeline. Because of Bobs’ marketing background, the
artisan background of Rodny (woodwork) and the
unprecedented possibilities of the internet, the new
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5
Technique
Making brass and founding

to make new objects. Commissioners of new brassware often took advantage of the possibility to use
old brass in order to cut costs. When for example in
1642 Joost Gerritsz. had to make new chandeliers for
the amount of more than 7000 new guilders and
other brassware for the Oude Kerk (Old Church) in
Amsterdam, sixteen old chandeliers were handed in
as old brass, which saved 340 guilders in costs. In
1680, Gillis Wijbrandts obtained the brassware of the
old choir screen of the Oude Kerk, which led to the
price of the new choir screen of 3000 guilders being
reduced by 730 guilders.

away, leaving its shape in the sand. For the other side
of the object the same procedure has to be repeated.
Then the two boxes are firmly fixed together. The
liquid brass is poured into the boxes by way of a supply tube. The liquid brass then runs in the hollow
spaces. After cooling, the casting box can be opened
and the objects (the rough cast) can be removed in
order to be finished (polishing etc.). The casting box
and the molding sand can be reused to cast other
pieces. This is the process in brief. The different parts
will be separately mentioned below.

The model or casting mold

HOW IS BRASS MADE?
THE FOUNDRY PROCESS,
FROM MODEL TO FINISH

Brass is an alloy of copper and zinc. The zinc makes
HET GIETPROCES, VAN MODEL TOT
the copper more
easily to pour and turns its colour
AFWERKING
from yellow red to golden yellow. The higher the perHet gieten van voorwerpen van koperlegeringen als
centage of zinc,
the lighter the colour.
messing en brons kan op verschillende manieren

The making
of objects of copper alloys such as brass
Het model
of de gietmal
and bronze can vary in several ways. This applies

gebeuren. Dit geldt vooral ook de voorbereiding.
Voor een grote bronzen luidklok bijvoorbeeld werd
In the past, brass
usually
contained
copper
de gietvorm
aanvankelijk
gemaakt 70%
met behulp
van and
was, die vóórthe
het gieten
moest worden
wegge30% zinc. Nowadays
ratioweer
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and 35%
smolten (de ‘verloren was’ of cire perdue methode).
zinc, which makes
for amiddeleeuwen
slightly lighter
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Sinds de latere
wordt hiervoor
leem
en een dun laagje was gebruikt, die eveneens vóór
het gieten moeten worden verwijderd. De gietvorm
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and
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de klok
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van verhard
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possible
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In
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en moet
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melted. However,
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The molding sand

which is still in use in craft foundries.

Het vormzand

The molding sand has to meet certain conditions. It
must be finely grained, heat resistant and mixable
with material that makes it hard and strong. Historic
sources mention all kinds of curious mixtures which
provided good results. Thus writes W. Laer in the
eighteenth century: ‘Many wetted the sand with
heavy beer, water in which ammoniac or glue was
dissolved, water with treacle, salt, piss and many
heating and sticky materials.

The sand casting method

Het vormzand moet aan bepaalde eisen voldoen.
Het moet een fijne korrel hebben, hittebestendig zijn en mengbaar met stoffen die het hard en
sterk maken. Historische bronnen noemen allerlei
This method was presumably developed by brass
curieuze mengstoffen die een goed resultaat opfounders
valley.
leveren.
Zo schrijf W.in
Laerthe
in deMaas
achttiende
eeuw: It was and still is a fast
‘Veele maaken de drooge zand nadt, met zwaar bier.
and easy way to make solid and hollow objects in
Waater daar Salarmoniak, of Lym in gesmolten is,
bronze
iron.
The objects are cast in casting
waaterbrass,
met stroop,
zout, pis,and
en veele
verhittende,
en kleevende middelen’.

afgewerkt te worden. De gietkast en het vormzand
kunnen daarna hergebruikt worden om andere

The hardness is a characteristic of brass. It can be
used for a long time, and easily repaired and melted
60

In order to cast a certain object one needs a model or
a casting mold which has precisely the shape of that
object. This is then used to make an imprint in the
sand. The model was usually not made by the brass
founder himself but by a carver or a cabinet maker. It
could be made of wood, but also of earthenware or a
metal such as copper, bronze, lead or tin. In any case,
it had to be harder than the molding sand. It could
also be a previous cast object that was copied. The
more accurate the model, the sharper the ornamentation and the better the cast. This still applies. To make
simple objects of a standard shape that have to be
made in multiples, like the arms and other parts of a
chandelier, casting molds are used which look like
(metal) plates, with the object in question inserted in
high relief. A second plate is necessary with the other
side of the same model. The imprints of these two
model plates in the sand result in the desired casting
shape when put on top of one another.

stukken te gieten.
Dit is het procedé in het kort. De verschillende onderdelen ervan komen nu afzonderlijk aan de orde.

boxes with preformed ‘sand’, the so called ‘Brussels
earth’. This is a greasy mixture of sand and clay. The
H Gietkasten
model is pressed into the sand and carefully taken

Casting boxes

koper in kerken
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onwrikbaar aan elkaar vastgezet.

Geelgieter aan het werk

Until 1930 a special cart drove around the town of
Deventer to pick up horse figs from the streets especially for metal foundries. These figs were mixed
with sand to obtain a sticky substance in which objects could be cast. Clay was also used. This was often
mixed with dried manure. Nowadays ‘Brussels’ earth
is used, a mixture of sand and clay.

plate, now on its head, lays on top. On top of this, the
second model plate is laid with the second casting
frame. This is then filled and pressed down in the
same way with the molding sand.

The casting box

The two precisely fitting model plates are in the casting frame and can be removed when the molding
sand is dry and stiff enough to separate the two casting frames.

The casting box has to keep the molding sand together when printing the model and during the casting of
the brass. The box consists of two parts; an upper and
bottom part. These are two oval or rectangular
frames, made of wood, copper, bronze or iron. The
casting frames must be close-fitting and are not to
shift during the casting. That is why the parts are
firmly attached to one another with a pin hole connection after the frames are closed.

When the model or the two model plates are removed, the imprint remains in both casting frames.
With a spatula small corrections can be made. The
imprint is sprinkled with powder to ensure the sand
does not adhere to the copper. If the object to be
poured needs to be hollow instead of massive, a socalled core piece is put in the imprint. This is made of
sand and glue and held in place by metal pins, which
are later removed from the cast object.

Printing the model

Finally, the bottom and upper frame are placed on
top of one another. On the top of the top frame is an
opening. This has to be large to permit the glowing
hot liquid brass to flow quickly into all corners of the
casting mold, before it solidifies. The air must also be
able to escape from the casting mold. Two heavy
weights on top of the upper frame prevent the expansion of the casting frame during the casting process.

Making the imprint can be done in two ways, depending on the model. With a model consisting of
one piece, one of the casting frames is filled with
molding sand. The model is then provided with a
layer of charcoal, ash or oil in order to prevent it
sticking to the sand. It is then pressed half way into
the molding sand. When the sand is dry enough, the
second casting frame is placed on top of the first. The
surface of the sand and the half sticking up are sprinkled with a fine powder. Then the second casting
frame is filled with molding sand and pressed firmly,
so that the model is locked in between the two casting frames filled with molding sand. After the sand
has dried, the two frames are separated - thanks to
the powder they do not stick together - and the model may be removed.

Melting brass and casting

Broodjes, driehoekige
Triangular
brass bars staven van messing
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The brass supplied is melted in a crucible furnace.
When the right temperature has been reached and
slag and other pollutants are removed, casting must
be done fast. The liquid brass is ladled with a metal
spoon from the crucible which stands in the oven
and poured in the filling opening of the frame. This
is the most spectacular moment of the casting process! After about twenty minutes the frame may be
opened and the rough casting may be removed from
the sand in order to cool down further.

The second way is used if the model consists of two
separate halves, which is the case with casting molds
in the shape of model plates. In that case, the bottom
frame is first put on the model plate and then filled
with molding sand, firmly rammed down in order
for it to become a compact mass. After that, the casting frame is turned upside down so that the model

InThe
Deventer
finishging tot 1930 een speciale kar rond om
paardenvijgen
van straat te halen ten behoeve van
koper in kerken
metaalgieterijen.
paardenvijgen
werden
met
After the cooling De
follows
the finish. The
solidified
zand
om channel/supply
een plakkerige substantie
teoff.
brassgemengd
in the filling
tube is sawn
krijgen
waarin
gegoten
kon
worden.
Ook
klei
werd
Remaining rests of the molding sand are removed,
gebruikt,
vaakoff,
zelfornaments
weer gemengd
wasclean
met and
geburrs aredie
ground
brushed
rough surfaces
made smooth. wordt
The latter
may also
be
droogde
mest. Tegenwoordig
meestal
‘Brusdoneaarde’
in a turning
drum,
is filled
with small
selse
gebruikt,
eenwhich
mengsel
van zand
en klei.
polishing stones. Some parts are soldered together.
Finally,
everything is ground with a sander or by
De
gietkast
hand for as long as it takes to obtain a smooth surface
and
becomedient
as radiant
as gold. bij het afdrukken
De
gietkast
het vormzand
van het model en tijdens het gieten van het koper
bijeen te houden. De kast bestaat uit twee delen:
een onder- en een bovenkast. Dit zijn twee ovale
of rechthoekige ramen, gemaakt van hout, koper,
brons of ijzer. De gietramen moeten goed op elkaar aansluiten en mogen tijdens het gieten niet
verschuiven. Daarom worden nadat de gietkast gesloten is de beide delen met een pengat-verbinding
onwrikbaar aan elkaar vastgezet.

Geelgieter
aan at
het
werk
Brassfounder
work
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Polishing chandeliers

had to be of the best quality. In a protestant church
the candles served more practical purposes; providing sufficient light for the reader, church council and
church goers to read in the bible and the book of
psalms. This candle light was only necessary at evening services during winter, when it was dark in the
church. During other seasons the chandeliers remained empty, as can be seen on most of the old pictures, like the drawings by Pieter Saenredam (15971665) made in various churches, always between the
end of May and half way October. It wasn’t until the
autumn that the chandeliers were filled. Placing and
exchanging candles, lighting and afterwards extinguishing the candles with a candle snuffer each night
is a time-consuming job. A large church could contain hundreds of candles. Costs could be high. Instead of expensive wax candles much cheaper grease
candles were therefore also used.

Brassware
Use and maintenance
BRASSWARE IN USE
Traditionally, most brassware is not only to be admired but also to be used. Utility was the most important with typical household objects like copper
pots, pans, buckets or irons. A lot of church brassware
had to be beautiful as well as functional. A choir
screen had to close off the choir, but at the same time
it had to be transparent in order for the church goers
to be able to see the high altar. A Gothic choir reader
had to be able to bear a sizable choir book in such a
way that the surrounding singers could read the texts
and notes. A protestant choir reader on the pulpit or
the baptismal screen had to be strong enough to carry a heavy States Bible. A brass baptismal font or basin had to be able to contain baptismal water.

The periodically sanding of the brassware continued
in the protestant period. Every year, four women
would be busy for eight days in the St. Lebuinus
Church in Deventer. Most of the time spent was on
the new large chandeliers. They had to be taken
down, taken apart and brought to a suitable space to
remove tallow residue before the actual sanding
could begin. After that the chandeliers had to be put
together and suspended. The costs can sometimes
still be found annually in old church accounts.

LATER ADAPTATIONS AND
REPAIRS
When in the nineteenth century first oil and then gas
made its appearance as a source of light, candle lighting gradually went into decline. In many churches,
old chandeliers were removed as old fashioned and
obsolete. Because the arms of the gas chandeliers had
to be hollow in order for the gas to pass through, it
wasn’t possible to rebuild the old candle chandeliers
with their massive light arms. However, new gas
chandeliers with hollow arms could be manufactured in the shape of the old ones. This was for example done in the Sint Bavo church in Haarlem, where
four new gas chandeliers were bought in 1887, casted
on the model of the earlier chandeliers from the seventeenth century which were sold in 1854. Later on,
fourteen new chandeliers were added. Nowadays, all
eighteen have electric lights. It is easy to manufacture chandeliers with hollow arms through which
the wiring can go.

MAINTENANCE
Brassware that is used gets damaged and dirty. Brass
founders or copper smiths had to frequently perform
repairs, especially on chandeliers. But even without
use the shine of the brass becomes dull through dust
and tarnish. Brass screens and chandeliers were regularly polished or sanded. Thus every spring, starting
in 1507, two women would be busy for three to four
days with the polishing of a heavy brass screen in the
choir gallery of the Domkerk in Utrecht. The screen
was then newly placed in front of the ‘Holy Grave’,
which today partly still exists. Later they also sanded
the brass, the holy water vessel and incidentally, the
brass candelabras in the choir. They used olive oil,
vinegar, fine sand and sanding cloths. The same happened in other churches. In 1535, the sanders even
took nine days for the large choir screen in the Sint
Bavo in Haarlem. They even had to erect a scaffolding.

Burning candles
That church brassware is made to be utilized, is most
obvious with candelabras, sconces, wall chandeliers
or chandeliers. Candles were placed in them to illuminate church spaces or certain objects in the
church. The burning of candles mainly has a ritual
17de eeuw, met echte kaarsen
Dorpskerk
(Village church) of Jisp, 17th century chandelier with
function in catholic churches. In a large medievalJisp, Dorpskerk, kroonluchter,
real
candles
church the candles had to be lit in the candelabraskaarsen.
in De kosten daarvan konden flink oplopen
door stof en aanslag de glans van het koper geleidelijk achteruit. Koperen hekken en kroonluchters
front of the high altar and in the wall chandeliersen
indaarom gebruikte men behalve dure waskaarsen
werden daarom met grote regelmaat gepoetst of
nu ook wel de veel goedkopere vetkaarsen.
front of the statues of the twelve apostles and other
beter gezegd: geschuurd. Zo waren in de Utrechtse
saints before the beginning of the High Mass, forONDERHOUD
the
Domkerk vanaf 1507 elk voorjaar twee vrouwen
VROEGER
drie of vier dagen bezig met het schuren van een
enhancement of the Sacred Service and to the glory
Koperwerk dat gebruikt wordt raakt beschadigd en
zwaar koperen hekwerk in de kooromgang, dat
of God. Candles were also lit in front of other altars
wordt vuil. Reparaties door geelgieters of kopertoen net nieuw geplaatst was voor het (nu nog ten
or in lateral chapels. Large candles would burn slagers moesten daarom ook vroeger herhaaldelijk
dele bestaande) ‘Heilig Graf’. Later deden ze ook nog
het koperen wijwatervat en incidenteel de koperen
around the coffin during masses for funerals. Thisplaatsvinden, met name aan kroonluchters. Maar
zelfs als er niet direct sprake is van ‘gebruik’ gaat
kandelaars in het koor erbij. Zij gebruikten voor dit
went on the whole year. All the burning wax candles
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During the twentieth century, many authentic old
chandeliers and wall chandeliers were electrified, but
wiring remained difficult. Even when the contact
wires are carefully led along the arms and the grease
traps so they are hidden, electrified old chandeliers
rarely work satisfactorily. The glow of lamps is much
stronger and brighter than real candles, with their
flickering glow of light. Nowadays energy-saving
lights and LED lamps are also available as candle
lamps, but these are less satisfying on other points.
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Lacquering or varnishing

Brass readers, too, have undergone some adaptations.
Some of them had a wooden plate attached, to increase the reading surface. The introduction of the
microphone in particular has led to the problem of
how to attach it to the reader. The chosen solutions
are not always a success: some have led to damage to
the old brassware.

Until recently, lacquer or varnish was often used as a
method to prevent corrosion. The technique of lacquering was known as early as the eighteenth century. Nowadays, it is considered a controversial means
of maintenance. A good layer of lacquer - the used
lacquer has to be a bit flexible - offers protection
against corrosion and makes the annual polishing
unnecessary. But it reduces the shine of the brass.
Moreover, the lacquer has to be replaced in its entirety every twenty to twenty-five years, to prevent it
from becoming porous. When the layer of lacquer is
damaged, it has to be removed completely. Applying
the lacquer is an intensive and specialized job. Lacquer stripping is even more of a problem and has to
be done just as accurately to prevent future problems. For this reason, the lacquering of brassware is
not recommended anymore nowadays.

MAINTENANCE NOWADAYS
Polishing
Like in the past, chandeliers and other brass objects
have to be polished annually if one wants to maintain the golden glow. A current polishing liquid is
Flintoline. After polishing while wearing gloves, the
liquid should to be rinsed thoroughly with water and
turpentine. Maintenance can be done with silver
polishing cloth.

Colophon
This publication is an English translation of parts of the
Dutch publication ‘Koper in Kerken’ (Brass in churches)
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The focus of the chapters that have been translated is mainly
on chandeliers.
The publication ‘Koper in Kerken’ (2018) was a joint release of
the ‘Stichting tot behoud van het Oud-Hollands Gietersambacht’
(The foundation for the preservation of Old Dutch brass
founding skills) and the ‘VBMK’ (Association of managers of
monumental church buildings in the Netherlands).
Authors chapters original publication in Dutch
Jan Tolboom and Arie de Groot (1, 4, 5, 6)
Marco Blokhuis (2, 3)
Translation
Willeke Stubenitsky and
Wytske van Biemen (editorial)
Photography
Wytske van Biemen – page 21
Brink & van Keulen – page 22, 25
Arjan Bronkhorst – page 2, 6, 9, 10, 16
Arie de Groot – page 12
Brigitte Linskens – page 11, 26
Museum Catharijneconvent – page 7, 8
Hermine Pool – page 5
RCE – page 7
John Stelck – page 25
Jan Tolboom – page 19

Wax
Another protector is micro crystalline wax. Bees wax
or furniture wax is not suitable because it can turn
more acid and cause corrosion. Micro crystalline wax
is sold under the name ‘Renaissance Wax’. The wax is
solved in turpentine and carefully applied with a
brush. The wax can be melted with a paint burner/
dryer. Afterwards, the object is polished to obtain a
beautiful shine.

Design
Studio Stelck, Leiden
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